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Background     

•  Structures pedagogical programmes (SPPs) have shown potential for 
success in changing learning outcomes on a large scale (Crouch and 
DeStefano; Evans & Popova, 2015; Snilstveit et al, 2016)

•  SPPs have shown to be successful in a variety of contexts, for example:
•  India: Pratham Pictalk machines / Teacher intervention: .3 SD
•  Kenya: First year PRIMR: .35 - .58 SD (Oral reading fluency)
•  South Africa: EGRS 1 Treatment 2: .33 SD

•  The nature of the research has been largely empirically focused, 
dominated by RCTs

• We know that these programmes ‘work’ but we don’t know how or why



Some notes on coaching…     

• Coaching has shown to be quantitatively successful in a variety of 
contexts. The nature of the research has been largely empirically 
focused.

• Kraft et al (2017) found huge variability in programme effect sizes 
because a wide variety of practices fall under the ‘coaching’ umbrella. 

• Most of the coaching literature comes from the global north. 
•  The qualitative research that exists is primarily focused on ‘how to’ or 

principles to guide project design.
• How then do we understand what defines an effective coaching 

model? 
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Research Question

• How do teachers and teacher coaches describe the mechanisms 
through which teaching practices change?

• How (through what mechanisms) do teachers actually enact these  
programmes?



Methodology   

•  ‘In order to explain macro-level change, rigorous theorising is needed 
that explicitly considers the micro-level mechanisms at work and the 
dynamic processes they give rise to’ (Hedström & Ylikoski 2010, pg. 
64). 

• Qualitative analysis is needed to examine these micro-level processes 
(mechanisms)

• Research conducted both by observing teachers in their classrooms 
and conducting in-depth, semi-structured interviews with 17 teachers 
in 8 schools

• Analysis done through an iterative process of looking for themes and 
theory-building
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Stage One: Reaching Emotional 
Readiness 
•  EGRS2 provides teachers with materials, resources, training, and 

coaching – a framework in which teachers feel supported and set up 
for success

•  The coach gives positive feedback (sanctions) on their first visit, which 
validates the teachers’ identity as a (good) teacher

•  The teacher attributes the positive sanctions both to themselves and 
their hard work, leading to feelings of pride

•  The teacher also attribute success outwardly, to the support 
(especially the coach). They feel they can meet (or exceed) 
expectations using this new programme. This strengthens teachers’ 
commitment 



Teachers say… 
•  ‘When [my coach] first came to my class … she said; ‘Which day are 

you?’ Then I was – it was day three, and I [taught the lesson]. She was 
so impressed that I taught very well. Yeah, then she corrected me 
with those sight words. I didn’t have so many mistakes. I said ‘Oh 
Ma’am … I still have a problem with time management,’ but she said, 
‘Oh no you did good.’ I had confidence from that day I wanted to do 
so much more, to do my best.’ 

•  [The coach says] ‘Oh, it’s excellent today. There is improvement. You 
show an improvement of what you have done before. Today, you are 
improving…So, it gives [the feeling that] I'm big now … The things 
which makes me felt small was that I didn't get any support from the 
CI. So, the things that makes me feel big [now] is the support that I 
get from the coach.’ 





This is reflected by coaches, who say… 
‘The first thing that [teachers] will say is ‘uh I am not sure’ – even 
before they start teaching – ‘I’m not sure if I am going to do it well. 
Eish, this is a lot of things you know. Ay! This is a lot of work. I don’t 
think I’m going to manage this. No.’…they think you expect them to do 
everything perfectly. They are not used to somebody coming to help. 
They think you are there to inspect, to judge and criticize…When I gave 
them feedback, I think that is what made most of them start to relax… 
because they could see that I wasn’t focusing on the negative. I was 
focusing more on the positive, even if there was little positive. And at 
the beginning, they would make like 10 mistakes, but I would focus 
only on two and ignore the rest.’



Why does this matter? 
•  Teachers come into the programme wanting to ‘play hide-and-seek’ – or to 

avoid any authority figures in the classroom.
•  Fear and shame are major barriers to learning and trying something new 
•  To try something new is an innately emotional process, which involves 

putting oneself on the line, and risking failure. 
•  If teachers do not feel that the learning space is a safe one, they will try to 

avoid making mistakes (a key part of the learning process) rather than 
embrace them. 

•  Teachers must feel supported to meet new expectations and recognized 
positively for their hard work. 

•  Emotional readiness is a necessary but insufficient factor in changing 
teachers’ practices



Stage Two: Building a concrete and 
meaningful language of teaching and 
learning 
•  The openness of Stage One opens up a space where meaningful learning 

can take place 
•  ‘You build a common culture of instruction by focusing on the language 

that people use to describe what they see and by essentially forcing people 
to develop a common language over time’ (City et al 2010, pg. 34) 

•  Confidence builds as teachers, with support, construct the ‘how to’ of key 
literacy practices and expand their teaching skillset 

•  Openness (see Stage One) leads to meaningful learning, which gains the 
teacher further positive feedback (sanctions)

•  This in turn leads to a stronger commitment to the programme, and the 
cycle repeats



Teachers say… 

Because before, we knew that we must teach phonics but we had no 
method of how to teach the learners phonics. When we used to teach 
phonics we simply gave the learners words not knowing how to sound 
out each sound. But now we know exactly how to teach the phonics. 
Before, I wrote the sound on the board. Then I asked learners, ‘What 
sound is this?’ Then they said ‘A’. Maybe my problem was that I also 
didn’t know that this is not ‘A’ but ‘/a/’ you see that? So I said ‘A-B-C-D-
E-F-G-H’ you know? But now I understand that in English, it’s not [letter 
names] – you must rather say the sound. So that [was the mistake of] 
how I taught before – I said A is A, and B is B, and C is C.



Teachers also say… 

Now I’m feeling confident, because always when [my coach] is here, 
I’ve tried by all means to ask [her] how to do this, how to do this, then 
afterward I’m trying – she says to use the methodologies in the book. 
And also, she always – what I can say – she always develops me in 
many things. So even in workshops, she’s that lady. I’m open to her 
because when I ask her, I know that I will get my answers and I know 
that she will guide me. 



Why does this matter? 
•  Teachers build a concrete understanding of ‘buzz words’, like Group 

Guided Reading or Phonics. 
•  Teachers begin to understand how the new practices look and sound
•  The coach provides the teacher with consistent help and feedback, 

providing demonstrations where necessary 
•  Teachers are able to discuss (and help each other) with the 

implementation of new practices
• Both Treatment 1 (in-person coaching) and Treatment 2 (WhatsApp 

coaching) teachers feel supported, open to learning
• But, the relationship is fragile!



Stage Three: Witnessing change 

•  Through Stage Two, the teacher has implemented the more effective 
practises and is able to see the results with her own learners in her 
own classroom 

•  Teachers perceptions of what learners are capable of shifts. This 
impacts their own self-concept

•  The teacher is increasingly confident and competent in this stage
• However, she is still reliant on her coach for reassurance, tweaking, 

and especially, the professional accountability which pushes her to 
follow the new methodologies with fidelity and consistency 



•  ‘Cause each and every time we have something new, we have something 
new and we need her for. Because if you don’t have someone to follow 
you, you relax. But if you know that someone can visit me, you put your 
effort on the time.’ 

•  [The coaching is] good. Like for example, in SiSwati when we have a 
problem – we don’t have a person who we can talk to. The CI comes after 
six months, after three months. Are they going to correct the mistakes I 
made in March? But now when I have made a mistake, [the coach 
phones…It’s better because I am going to correct it [right away]. Because I 
was doing the Group Guided. The following day, or Thursday, I will correct 
that mistake’ 

Teachers say… 



‘...I thought [the learners] can’t do it... I thought they knew nothing, 
but I was wrong...I see now the learners are able to do anything.’ 

Oh, what I done before, it was wrong. So in other words, I was feeding 
my kids the poison. So I have to change now and feed my learners the 
correct things... 





Why does this matter?   

• Once they feel confident, teachers appreciate professional 
accountability

•  For mastery of new practises, teachers need timely (and kind) 
feedback. This allows them to change enough to witness the results 
with learners. 

• Guskey (1986) argues that teachers beliefs and attitudes change after 
witnessing how their practises change classroom realities. This 
affirms his assertion, and offers an explanation of how that happens. 



Conclusion 

•  ‘We are afraid of the change, not knowing that it will help us.’ 
•  ‘The greatest human need is to be appreciated.’
•  The physical infrastructure for coaching already exists (CIs)
• However, the content of the relationship is critically important. 
• An outside presence can have a damaging, demeaning and 

disempowering impact on teacher performance or a constructive, 
effective, and empowering impact. 


